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We introduce an extensible multi-fluid moment model in the context of collisionless magnetic reconnection.
This model evolves full Maxwell equations, and simultaneously moments of the Vlasov-Maxwell equation for
each species in the plasma. Effects like electron inertia and pressure gradient are self-consistently embedded
in the resulting multi-fluid moment equations, without the need to explicitly solving a generalized Ohms’s
law. Two limits of the multi-fluid moment model are discussed, namely, the five-moment limit that evolves a
scalar pressures for each species, and the ten-moment limit that evolves the full anisotropic, non-gyrotropic
pressure tensor for each species. We first demonstrate, analytically and numerically, that the five-moment
model reduces to the widely used Hall Magnetohydrodynamics (Hall MHD) model under the assumptions of
vanishing electron inertia, infinite speed of light, and quasi-neutrality. Then, we compare ten-moment and
fully kinetic Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations of a large scale Harris sheet reconnection problem, where the
ten-moment equations are closed with a local linear collisionless approximation for the heat flux. The ten-
moment simulation gives reasonable agreement with the PIC results regarding the structures and magnitudes
of the electron flows, the polarities and magnitudes of elements of the electron pressure tensor, and the
decomposition of the generalized Ohms law. Possible ways to improve the simple local closure towards a
nonlocal fully three-dimensional closure are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is the process by which mag-
netic field line topology changes. It is often accompa-
nied by fast, explosive release of magnetic energy and
restructuring of macroscopic quantities of the plasma,
such as flows and thermal energy. Reconnection is widely
thought to play a critical role in many physical phenom-
ena in laboratory, solar, terrestrial, and astrophysical
plasmas1,2.
A key constraint in ideal magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) is the frozen-flux constraint E + u × B = 0, or,
equivalently E‖ = 0. With this, field line topology can-
not change, and hence reconnection cannot occur. Hence,
one must look beyond the ideal MHD model to study re-
connection, in particular the generalized Ohm’s law
E+u×B = ηJ+ J×B
n |e| −
∇ ·Pe
n |e|
+
me
n |e|2
[
∂J
∂t
+∇ ·
(
uJ+ Ju− JJ
n |e|
)]
. (1)
Here, ηJ is the resistive dissipation term, J × B/n |e|
is the Hall term (which by itself does not change field
line topology), ∇ · Pe/n |e| is electron pressure gradient
term, and the last term is proportional to electron iner-
tia. Historically, Sweet3 and Parker4 proposed the first
self-consistent model for reconnection by emphasizing the
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role of ηJ, due to particle collisions, in breaking field lines
and dissipating magnetic energy. However, though con-
firmed by experiments in certain regimes5,6, the Sweet-
Parker model generally predicts reconnection rates that
are much slower than observed in many situations. This
has prompted investigations of the role of other terms on
the right of Eq. (1) in facilitating fast reconnection. In
collisionless plasma configurations7,8, the resistive term
actually vanishes, and field-line breaking must occur due
to other terms in the generalized Ohm’s law.
The role of the various terms in Eq. (1) for collisionless
reconnection have been extensively studied, both analyt-
ically and with fluid and kinetic simulations9–15. In par-
ticular, fully kinetic simulations indicate the importance
of kinetic effects in collisionless fast reconnection, where
particle distribution function departs from a Maxwellian
near the X-point. Unfortunately, fully kinetic simulations
using Particle-in-Cell (PIC) algorithms, even with mod-
ern high peformance codes16–18 running on the fastest
supercomputers, are extremely expensive, and generally
feasible only in small domains (on the order of a hundred
ion inertial length boxes in in three dimensions (3D)).
For global modeling of large-scale collisionless systems
like the Earth’s magnetosphere, one inevitably turns to
simplified, asymptotic approaches like resistive or Hall-
MHD and/or hybrid (ion particles plus massless electron
fluid) models19–21. Nevertheless, although useful, these
simplified models are not ideal to describe collisionless
systems because they fail to include the crucial electron
kinetic physics contained in pressure tensor, Pe, by re-
stricting it to either a scalar or ignoring it completely
(cold electron model).
Instead of expensive kinetic and/or hybrid simulations,
2several very different approaches were also attempted by
incorporating some kinetic effects into simplified mod-
els. For example, Hesse et al.14,15,22–26 modified their
hybrid code to evolve the full electron pressure tensor
supplemented by a relaxation term. Yin et al.27–29 later
adopted a similar procedure in their Hall-MHD code. By
retainingPe their models were able to recover certain fea-
tures seen in kinetic simulations. Another approach was
benchmarked by Sugiyama et al.30 and Daldorff et al.31,
who treated the ideal regions with a simplified model,
and the localized, non-ideal region with a fully kinetic
model. Meanwhile, Le et al.32 introduced a collision-
less closure relation for the anisotropic electron pressure(
p‖, p⊥
)
due to trapping of electrons in parallel electric
fields. An equation of state (EoS) computed from this
closure and used in a fluid model, was compared to PIC
simulations in the strong guide-field limit, successfully
recovering structural features that are typically observed
in fully kinetic simulations32–35. However, this closure is
rigorously valid when the plasma is strongly magnetized,
thus it fails for anti-parallel reconnection, for example,
found in the Earth’s magnetotail.
The extension of global simulation models to include
collisionless effects is a grand challenge problem. First,
the inclusion of the Hall term in the generalized Ohm’s
law is non-trivial and often suffers from severe time-step
restrictions, in the absence of electron inertia, due to (un-
physical) quadratic dispersive whistler waves. Implicit al-
gorithms are often used, however, making the implemen-
tation more complicated36–39. Second, there is a com-
pelling need to enable multiple species in the plasma. For
example, the presence of multiple ion species, e.g., H+
and O+, might significantly modify the dynamics of ring
currents during a magnetospheric substorm event40,41.
In this paper, we use an extensible multi-fluid moment
model42–46 to address some of the difficulties summa-
rized above (e.g., lack of self-consistent non-ideal terms
in fluid-based codes, time step restriction due to disper-
sive modes, and needs for multi-species capability). This
model evolves the electromagnetic field using Maxwell
equations (including displacement currents), and simul-
taneously evolves truncated moments of the Vlasov equa-
tion for each species, s, in the plasma. Conceptually, the
multi-fluid moment model is a more complete description
of the plasma (compared to resistive and Hall-MHD): it
supports electromagnetic waves, permits departures from
quasi-neutrality, includes the Hall-term as well electron
inertia. The multi-fluid moment model is extensible in
two senses. First, it can easily handle any number of
species. Such multi-species capability suits well the needs
of modern global models. Second, the multi-fluid mo-
ments may be easily extended to self-consistently evolve
higher order mean quantities like the pressure tensor Ps,
and even the heat flux tensor, Qs
47. In the five-moment
limit, the truncated moment equations evolve the number
density, ns, velocity, us, and scalar pressure, ps. In the
ten-moment limit, ten terms are solved, replacing ps with
the six independent components of the pressure tensor,
Ps, with an appropriate heat flux closure to truncate the
equations. The capability of the ten-moment model to
self-consistently calculate the pressure tensor in a fluid-
based description is a critical step to fill the gap between
existing fluid-based global models and the intrinsic re-
quirement for kinetic effects to correctly model collision-
less systems. Nevertheless, it should also be emphasized
that though the incorporation of Ps itself is straightfor-
ward, steps to find an appropriate heat flux closure are
not obvious. We will employ a simplified local approxi-
mation to a Hammett-Perkins48 collisionless closure, and
study its role in collisionless reconnection.
On the other hand the moment equations have embed-
ded in them the Hall term and electron inertia effects
though the momentum equations for charged particle
species, and no special treatment is necessary for a gen-
eralized Ohm’s law. The symmetric form of multi-fluid
moment equations also facilitate the implementation of
a locally implicit algorithm that eliminates the time step
constraints from plasma frequency and quadratic disper-
sive modes, which greatly speeds up simulation perfor-
mance.
II. THE FIVE- AND TEN-MOMENT MODELS
Each species in a multi-component collisionless plasma
is described by the Vlasov equation for the temporal evo-
lution of the particle distribution function, f(x,v, t), de-
fined such that f(x,v, t)dxdv is the number of particles
contained in a phase-space volume element dxdv. The
Vlasov equation may be written as
∂f
∂t
+ vj
∂f
∂xj
+
q
m
(Ej + ǫkmjvkBm)
∂f
∂vj
= 0. (2)
Here E is the electric field, B is the magnetic flux density,
q and m are the charge and mass of the plasma species
and ǫkmj is the completely anti-symmetric pseudo-tensor
which is defined to be ±1 for even/odd permutations of
(1, 2, 3) and zero otherwise. Summation over repeated
indices is assumed. The moment equations shown be-
low are derived for each species independently, so the
species indices are dropped. The electromagnetic fields
are evolved using Maxwell equations
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
, (3)
∇×B = µ0J+ 1
c2
∂E
∂t
. (4)
Here µ0 and ε0 are the permeability and permittivity of
free space, c = (µ0ε0)
−1/2 is the speed of light and J is
the current density defined by
J ≡
∑
qnu. (5)
3The summations in Eq. (5) are over all species present
in the plasma. The number density n(x, t) and mean
velocity u(x, t) are defined by
n ≡
∫
fdv, (6)
uj ≡ 1
n
∫
vjfdv, (7)
where dv = dv1dv2dv3 represents a volume element in
velocity space.
The moment equations are obtained in the usual way
by multiplying the Vlasov equation by moments of the
velocities and integrating over velocity space. For exam-
ple, in addition to the number density and mean veloci-
ties defined by Eqs. (6) and (7) the following higher order
moments are defined:
Pij ≡ m
∫
vivjfdv, (8)
Qijk ≡ m
∫
vivjvkfdv. (9)
With these one obtains the set of exact moment equations
∂n
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(nuj) = 0, (10)
m
∂
∂t
(nui) +
∂Pij
∂xj
= nq(Ei + ǫijkujBk), (11)
∂Pij
∂t
+
∂Qijk
∂xk
= nqu[iEj] +
q
m
ǫ[iklPkj]Bl. (12)
In these equations square brackets around indices repre-
sent the minimal sum over permutations of free indices
needed to yield completely symmetric tensors. For ex-
ample u[iEj] = uiEj + ujEi. Equations (10)–(12) are 10
equations (1+3+6) for 20 unknowns (Qijk has 10 inde-
pendent components). In general any finite set of exact
moment equations will always contain more unknowns
than equations. Writing
Qijk = Qijk + u[iPjk] − 2nmuiujuk (13)
to close this system of equations we need a closure ap-
proximation for the heat-flux, Qijk, defined as
Qijk ≡ m
∫
(vi − ui)(vj − uj)(vk − uk)fdv. (14)
The system of equations Eqns. (10)–(12), closed with an
approximation for the divergence of the heat-flux ten-
sor (along with Maxwell equations), are the ten-moment
equations45,49. For a plasma of S species, they consist of
10S + 8 equations.
In the ten-moment model, the pressure tensor can have
arbitrary anisotropy and orientation. The “double adia-
batic” law of Chew-Goldberg-Low50 (CGL), on the other
hand, describes the pressure evolution of the principal
components (p‖, p⊥) in a strong magnetic field, and is
contained the pressure evolution equation, Eq. (12). In
general, the principal axes of the pressure tensor need
not align with the magnetic field, and this is consistently
handled by the ten-moment model.
Before describing our closure approximation for the
heat-flux, we look at the five-moment limit of the ten-
moment equations. Writing Pij = Pij + nmuiuj where
Pij ≡ m
∫
(vi − ui)(vj − uj)fdv, (15)
we get that E ≡ Pii/2 is the total fluid (thermal plus
kinetic) energy
E ≡ 1
2
Pii = 3
2
p+
1
2
mnu2, (16)
where p ≡ Pii/3 is the fluid scalar pressure. Hence, tak-
ing (half) the trace of Eq. (12) gives the evolution equa-
tion for the total fluid energy
∂E
∂t
+
1
2
∂Qiik
∂xk
= nqu ·E, (17)
where, from Eq. ( 13) we get
1
2
Qiik = qk + uk(p+ E) + uiπik, (18)
where qk ≡ Qiik/2 is the heat-flux vector, and πij =
Pij − pδij , is the viscous stress tensor.
The energy equation, Eq. (17), along with Eq. (18) is
exact. The ideal five-moment model is formally obtained
by the closure approximation qk = 0 and πij = 0. That
is, in the five-moment model, instead of the pressure ten-
sor equation, Eq. (12), we use the scalar equation for the
total fluid energy
∂E
∂t
+
∂
∂xk
(uk(p+ E)) = nqu · E, (19)
With these approximations the system of equations for
number density, momentum density and energy are
closed, and consist of five equations for each species of the
plasma, in addition to Maxwell equations. For a plasma
with S species, we have 5S+8 equations. Note that for an
electron-ion plasma, this model still retains the electron
inertia term as well as separate (but adiabatic) pressure
equations for each species. Hence, in the low-frequency
limit (ignoring plasma oscillations and electromagnetic
waves) the five-moment model is a generalization of the
4Hall-MHD model. One can obtain the Hall-MHD equa-
tions formally by taking the limit me → 0, ǫ0 → 0 (in-
finite speed of light), which also implies quasi-neutrality,
ne = ni. Analytical and numerical comparisons of the
physics of the five-moment and Hall-MHD models, in-
cluding for reconnection, was made by Srinivasan and
Shumlak51.
We should point out that for both the five- and ten-
moment model the full (including displacement currents)
Maxwell equations are solved. A generalized Ohm’s law
is not used to evolve the electric field. This makes it
simpler to incorporate inertia effects as well as pressure
gradient terms. However, for explicit schemes, the speed
of light needs to be resolved. For the problems studied
here, this is not a severe constraint, but can be relaxed
using implicit methods for the fields.
III. TOWARDS A COLLISIONLESS HEAT-FLUX
CLOSURE
To close the ten-moment equations, a closure relation
is needed for the divergence of the heat-flux tensor. In
space plasma applications collisions are negligible, and
hence closures based on expansion in small mean-free-
path (i.e., Chapman-Enskog expansion) are not appro-
priate. However, as is well known, developing closures
applicable to collisionless systems is difficult. In fact,
for problems dominated by kinetic effects, for example,
in which the physics relies on detailed structure of the
distribution function in velocity space, recourse must be
made to solving the Vlasov-Maxwell equations directly
using a PIC or a continuum code.
One approach to collisionless closures is to design clo-
sures that reproduce the exact kinetic results for lin-
ear problems. There have been two major efforts. The
first52, involves determining the exact solution to the lin-
earized Vlasov-Maxwell equation, and then taking the
appropriate integrals over velocity space to find an ex-
pression for the unclosed fluid moment. This leads to, in
Fourier space, expressions that are complicated functions
of the plasma response function, R(ζ) = 1+ζZ(ζ), where
Z(ζ) = π−1
∫
dt exp(−t2)/(t− ζ) is the usual plasma dis-
persion function. In physical space these expressions are
equivalent to a non-local closure, involving integration
along field lines or all space. In the second approach, in-
stead of seeking an exact solution to the Vlasov-Maxwell
equations, one uses an approximation based on a n-pole
Pade-series representation of the response function. This
technique was pioneered by Hammett and Perkins48, and
since then has been used in several applications, specially
for the moments of the gyrokinetic equations, i.e. to de-
velop gyrofluid models53,54. The trapped gyro-Landau-
fluid model55, based on this work, for example, is at
present the leading reduced model for turbulent fluxes
used in transport time-scale simulations of tokamak core
plasmas. Note that the Hammett-Perkins type closure
also leads to non-local closures, requiring integrations
along field lines. Goswami and co-workers56 have ex-
tended this Pade-series technique to full 3D fluids (i.e.,
not gyrofluid) in the presence of a strong magnetic field.
Physical space implementation of their closures, however,
have not been extensively used (as far as we know) in nu-
merical simulations. An overview of these, and CGL-like,
collisionless closures is provided by Chust and Belmont57.
As a first step towards a non-local closure, we have
implemented a simple local approximation that captures
some of the physics of collisionless damping. In addition
to being local, we also ignore the preferred direction im-
posed by the magnetic field in the closure. One should
note that even though this approximation is rather crude,
the full non-linear ten-moment equations are solved, with
the closure only affecting a single term (divergence of
heat-flux) in the pressure tensor equation. As shown be-
low, even this simple closure gives reasonable agreement
with PIC results for Harris sheet reconnection, indicat-
ing that better collisionless closures (left to future work)
will further improve the agreement, at least for certain
collisionless problems.
In the Hammett-Perkins approach the following form
of the perturbed heat-flux (in one dimension) leads to a
three-pole Pade-series approximation to the plasma re-
sponse function.
q˜(k) = −n0χ1 2
1/2
|k| ikvtT˜ (k), (20)
where, tildes indicated perturbations around equilibrium
quantities and k is the wave number. Further, n0 is the
equilibrium number density, vt =
√
T/m is the thermal
velocity, and χ1 is some constant. In physical space, per-
forming the inverse Fourier transform leads to an integral
relation for the heat-flux (see Eq. (8) in48), which is re-
lated to the Hilbert transform of the temperature. Sev-
eral methods may be constructed to rapidly perform this
integration, which, in a magnetized plasma, is an integra-
tion along field lines. One may, for example, assume that
the temperature dependence along a field line can be ex-
pressed as an expansion, each term of which has an easily
computed Hilbert transform58. Another possibility is to
expand the sign function (k/|k|) in an easily invertible
series59. In a magnetized plasma, this leads to a few one-
dimensional tridiagonal matrix inversions, which may be
computed rapidly. Another approach is to evaluate the
Hilbert transform using fast multipole methods60.
Here, instead we make a further approximation by sim-
ply using a local approximation of the heat-flux, obtained
by picking a typical wave-number, k0. As we are only in-
terested in the divergence of the heat-flux, taking deriva-
tive of Eq. (20) and generalizing to the three-dimensional
unmagnetized plasmas (i.e. without any preferred direc-
tion). Upon dropping order-unity constants, we have
ikmQijm(k) = vt|k|T˜ij(k)n0, (21)
5where, now, k = |k|, T˜ij(k) = (P˜ij(k)−T0n˜δij)/no is the
perturbed temperature (note that k is the wave-number
and not a tensor index). This can be written as
ikmQijm(k) = vt|k|(Pij(k)− P¯ij − δij(n(k)− n¯)T¯ ),
(22)
where bars on quantities denote “equilibrium” quantities
around which linearization has been performed. Note
that at this point this expression is simply a generaliza-
tion of Eq. (20) to unmagnetized plasma. As such, using
this in the linearized ten-moment equation will yield a
three-pole Pade approximation to the plasma response
function.
This closure, in physical space, still needs an inte-
gration over all space to compute. To convert it into
a local approximation, we replace the continuous wave-
number, k with a typical wave-number, k0, which defines
a scale over which collisionless damping is thought to oc-
cur. Hence, in physical space we can write
∂mQijm ≈ vt|k0|(Pij − P¯ij − δij(n− n¯)T¯ ). (23)
Note that the equilibrium quantities (represented by
overbars) must be evaluated using an averaging over a
box of typical size 1/k0. We can make the further ap-
proximation that P¯ij = pδij and n¯ = n. This finally
leads to the closure used here,
∂mQijm ≈ vt|k0|(Pij − pδij). (24)
Use of Eq. (24) in the ten-moment equations appears,
superficially, like collisional relaxation of the pressure
tensor, with the collision frequency ν = |k|vt. Such colli-
sional relaxation terms have been used before, for exam-
ple, by Hesse et al.14,15,22–26, Yin et al.27–29, Hakim45,
Johnson46 and Brackbill61. However, the reconnection
problems we are interested in are collisionless. Hence, the
selection of a “collision frequency” seems arbitrary. Also,
the more accurate Hammett-Perkins type closures are
non-local and need not relax all components of the pres-
sure tensor, but will involve non-local temperature gradi-
ent drives, with damping occurring at all wave-numbers.
Further, extending the moment system to the next larger
set, the twenty-moment model (in which all ten indepen-
dent components of Qijk are evolved), combined with a
similar Hammett-Perkins type closure (see unnumbered
equation after Eq. (10) in48) will lead to a four-pole Pade
approximation of the plasma response function, with no
“collisional” damping in the pressure equation. If, on
the other hand, a collision operator is used, there will
appear a relaxation term also on the right hand side of
the pressure equation, in addition to inter-species mo-
mentum drag.
We should emphasize that the approximate local form,
Eq. (24), is used here to illustrate the utility of ideas from
collisionless closure theory in multi-fluid moment equa-
tions. All other terms in the ten-moment equations are
retained for each species of the plasma. Incorporation
of more sophisticated non-local closures is part of future
work.
IV. OVERVIEW OF NUMERICAL METHODS
To solve the system of five- and ten-moment equa-
tions, we use a second order, well-centered, locally im-
plicit scheme. This scheme is described in62,63 and not
described here in detail. Using a locally implicit, op-
erator splitting approach, the plasma-frequency and De-
bye length scales can be eliminated, leading to significant
speedup in multi-fluid simulations, specially with realis-
tic electron/ion mass ratios, even when using an explicit
scheme. The speed of light constraint still exists, how-
ever, can be greatly relaxed, using artificially low val-
ues for the speed of light and/or sub-cycling Maxwell
equations. Of course, an implicit Maxwell solver, or a
reduced set of electromagnetic equations like the Dar-
win approximation64, can also relax the time-step restric-
tions. In either case, though, a fully implicit approach is
needed, and are not considered in this paper.
For the hyperbolic homogenous part of the equations,
we use a dimenionsally-split finite-volume (FV) wave-
propagation scheme44,65. This scheme is based on solv-
ing the Riemann problem at each interface and using
this to compute numercial fluxes, which are then used
to construct a second-order scheme. Although we use
the full eigensystem of both the five- and ten-moment
equations, we do not use Roe averages66, although they
can be computed for the ten-moment equations67. To
ensure that the number density and (diagonal compo-
nents of) pressure remain positive, on detection of a neg-
ative density/pressure state, we retake the homogeneous
step using a diffusive, but positive, Lax-flux68. Although
Lax-flux adds diffusion, the scheme still conserves parti-
cles and energy. Spatial accuracy is not severely affected
as these positivity violations only occur infrequently, or
not at all. The usual “trick” of setting a density/pressure
“floor”, or adding a localized diffusion term, is not recom-
mended as it introduces uncontrolled particle and energy
conservation errors in the solution.
V. FIVE-MOMENT MODEL IN THE HALL MHD LIMIT
In this section, we first start from an analytical point
of view by introducing the limits under which the five-
moment equations formally reduce to the Hall MHD
equations, and briefly discuss the consequent differ-
ences between the two models. Then, we present five-
moment simulations using different electron masses, me,
to demonstrate the reduction under the limit, me → 0.
The results will be compared with a previous me scan-
ning study using a Hall MHD code. This analytical and
6numerical study clarifies the relation between the five-
moment and Hall MHD models, and reveals the under-
lying physics content of the former.
The Hall MHD equations can be formally obtained
from the five-moment equations by taking the limit ε0 →
0 and me → 0. Assuming ε0 → 0 essentially indicates
infinite speed of light (1/c2 → 0) and quasi-neutrality
(ne = ni). Consequently, the displacement current in
Eq.(4) can be neglected to yield
µ0J = ∇×B, (25)
while the continuity equations, Eq.(6), for electrons and
ions, reduce to a single one,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (26)
and the momentum equations, Eq.(7, replacing ∂Pij/∂xj
by ∂ (p+ nmuiuj) /∂xj), for electrons and ions can be
added to get
∂ (ρu)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = J×B−∇p. (27)
Here, ρ ≡ (mi +me)n is the bulk plasma mass density,
u ≡ (miui +meue) / (mi +me) is the bulk plasma veloc-
ity, and p ≡ pe + pi is the bulk plasma pressure. Finally,
neglecting terms of order O (me/mi), the electron/ion
momentum equations can be subtracted to get the gen-
eralized Ohm’s law, Eq.(1). Many implementations of
Hall MHD further omit all electron inertia effects (i.e.,
me = 0), then Eq.(1) becomes
E+ u×B = J×B
n |e| −
∇pe
n |e| . (28)
Hall MHD model and five-moment model are similar
in that they both retain the Hall effects and both evolve
scalar pressures. The evident differences are that the
five-moment model is a more complete description of the
plasma, while the Hall MHD model does not describe
charge separations, plasma oscillations, or electromag-
netic waves. Furthermore, many implementations of Hall
MHD omit electron inertia, and require an explicit resis-
tivity term, ηJ, or a hyperrestivity term, ηH∇2J, on the
right-hand side of Eq.(28) to break the frozen-flux con-
straint. In contrast, in the five-moment model, electron
and ion inertia are self-consistently embedded within the
momentum equations, and are responsible for breaking
the frozen-flux constraint.
Omitting electron inertial in the Hall MHD model also
leads to a whistler wave mode with a quadratic disper-
sion relation, ω ∝ k2. The resulting whistler speed,
vwhistler ∝ k, grows without bound in the short wave-
length limit (k ≫ 1), severely restricting the time step
size in an explict Hall MHD simulation. This is a well-
known restriction of explicit Hall MHD simulations, and
generally requires non-trivial treatments like hyperresis-
tivity, or complicated implicit algorithms. In compari-
son, in the five-moment model, just like in a realistic cold
ω
Hall MHD, me=0
Multi- uid
moment, me≠0
Agree when k is 
k2
= ce
FIG. 1. Dispersion curves for the whistler waves of the multi-
fluid plasma model with finite electron mass (red curve), the
Hall-MHD model with zero electron mass (blue curve). Finite
electron inertia allows the whistler wave to have an asymptote
at the electron cyclotron frequency (marked by the black hor-
izontal dashed line) whereas ignoring electron inertia causes
it to grow without bound as seen in the Hall-MHD model.
plasma, the whistler mode asymptotes to a resonance at
electron cyclotron frequency, Ωce, in the short wavelength
limit, imposing a time step restriction bounded only by
Ω−1ce . The dispersion relation curves of the whistler mode
in the the Hall MHD model (omitting me) and the five-
moment model are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Sullivan et al.69 performed a set of Hall MHD simula-
tions with different me to study the current sheet forma-
tion in a 2D coalescence problem, and found the scalings
of the length and thickness of the electron current layer
versus me/mi. Here, we perform five-moment simula-
tions of the same setup using different me/mi as well
to find corresponding scalings in the five-moment model,
and compare with their Hall MHD results.
The initial equilibrium is depicted in Fig.(1) of Ref. 69,
consisting of four flux tubes sustained by four out-of-
plane current channels. A doubly periodic domain is em-
ployed, −L/2 < x, y < L/2, where L = 12.8di0, and
di0 = c/ωpi0 is the ion inertia length based on a char-
acteristic density n0. For convenience, the equilibrium
setup is summarized below:
Bx = (2π/12.8)Bx0 sin (2πx/L) cos (2πy/L) , (29)
By = (2π/12.8)Bx0 cos (2πx/L) sin (2πy/L) , (30)
n = n0
[
1 +
B2x0 −B2
2µ0n0kB (Ti + Te)
]
. (31)
Here, Te = Ti = B
2
x0/2µ0n0kB, and Bx0 is chosen such
that vAx0 ≡
√
B2x0/µ0n0mi = 0.1c. Ions are then per-
turbed to stream into the X-point along the anti-diagonal
direction at the following velocity:
δui = u0 [sin (2πy/L) xˆ+ sin (2πx/L) yˆ] , (32)
where u0 = 0.1vAx0. These ion flows bring the two
anti-diagonal flux tubes towards each other, and form
7a current sheet at the X-point along diagonal direc-
tion. We will test four different electron mass ratios,
me/mi = 1/25, 1/100, 1/256, and 1/400.
The typical evolution of this system is that the current
layer shrinks in both length and thickness before form-
ing a stable structure around t = 10Ω−1ci . The time de-
pendences of lengths and thickneses of the electron cur-
rent layers in the Hall MHD simulations can be found
in the top panels of Fig.(11) and (13) of Ref. 69. Our
five-moment simulations turn out produce qualitatively
very similar time dependences. In the following study,
we will focus on the later quasi-steady stages of different
five-moment runs, when lengths and thicknesses of the
electron current layers remain stable.
Fig. 2 shows the color contours of out-of-plane electron
current density, Jz,e, in the quasi-steady states from dif-
ferent runs. There is a clear transition from the thick,
diffusive, and relatively more elongated current layer for
the case of me/mi = 1/25 (top-left), to the short, X-like
structure for the case of me/mi = 1/400 (bottom right),
bridged by the intermediate pictures of me/mi = 1/100
(top right) and 1/256 (bottom left). This transition qual-
itatively agrees with the Hall MHD simulations, shown
in Fig.(2 and 3) of Ref. 69. The recovery of the X-like
structure in the five-moment run with me/mi = 1/400
confirms that this run is approaching the limit of Hall
MHD with me = 0, since such structure is typically seen
in Hall MHD simulations with me = 0.
Fig. 3 shows the scalings of median stable plateau
values of Le vs me/mi (left panel), and median stable
plateau values of δe vs me/mi (right panel). Here, the
length of the current layer, Le, is defined by the distance
between the peaks of electron outflow velocities, ux,e, and
the thickness, δe, is the full width at half maximums of
Jz,e. In both panels of Fig. 3, the solid squares, dia-
monds, triangle, and circles denote data from runs with
me/mi = 1/25, 1/100, 1/256, and 1/400, respectively.
The dashed line in the left panel represents an estimated
scaling Le ∝ (me/mi)3/8. The cross on the lower left
end denotes an extrapolated value of Le ∼ 12 to 17de0,
or 0.28 to 0.4di0, for a physical mass ratio, me/mi =
1/1836. In the right panel, the dashed line represents an
estimated scaling δe ∝ (me/mi)1/3, where the cross de-
notes an extrapolated value of δe ∼ 0.4 to 0.6de0 for the
physical mass ratio. Equivalent scalings from Hall MHD
simulations are shown in the bottom panels of Fig(11)
and (13) of Ref. 69. The extrapolated values of Le are
in good agreement, but the Hall MHD simulations pre-
dicted a significantly larger δe ∼ 1de0.
It should be clarified that, Sullivan et al. used a hy-
perresistivity in their Hall MHD simulations to break the
frozen-flux constraint (necessary when me = 0) and to
maintain numerical stability, while our five-moment code
does not include such a term. The hyperresistivity can
control the length of the current sheet69,70. However,
when Sullivan et al. studied the effects of electron in-
ertia, a tiny, fixed hyperresistivity was used in different
runs, thus the influences on different runs due to this
term should be similar and relatively small. Meanwhile,
isothermal EoS were employed in their Hall MHD simu-
lations, while the energy equations evolved in our five-
moment simulation essentially indicate adiabatic EoS.
Taking into account such inconsistencies between the nu-
merical codes, and also the possible measurement errors
due to the limited number of data points and the vast
range of me/mi to be fitted, the overall agreements be-
tween the five-moment and the Hall MHD simulations
are remarkably good.
VI. 2D ANTI-PARALLEL RECONNECTION IN A
HARRIS SHEET
In this section, we investigate the ten-moment limit
of the multi-fluid moment model, particularly its capa-
bility of evolving full electron pressure tensor, Pe. To
this end, ten-moment simulations are performed of 2D
anti-parallel reconnection in a Harris sheet. We examine
the roles of Pe, in controlling the structures of electron
current layer, and in supporting the reconnection elec-
tric field near the X-point. For comparison, PIC and
five-moment simulations are performed with the same
setup. The PIC simulation is fully kinetic, while the five-
moment simulation permits scalar pressures only. The
transition from five-moment to ten-moment and then
to PIC thus forms a complete set of comparison. The
PIC simulation are performed using the numerical code
PSC 17.
Two ten-moment simulations are performed, with
ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0 and 1/de0, respectively, where
de0 is the electron inertia length due to an asymptotic
number density n0. ke0 and ki0 are the constant wave-
numbers defining electron and ion heat-flux approxima-
tions in the form of Eq. (24). The ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0
run approximates the limit of ke0, ki0 → ∞, approach-
ing the five-moment model. The ke0 = ki0 = 1/de0 run,
instead, aims at approaching the PIC run. ke0 and ki0
are chosen so as to approximately capture the character-
istic length scale near the X-point, since previous studies
of similar problems indicated that the electron current
layer tends to thin down to a thickness comparable to
de0. Our primary task is then to find the similarities
and differences between this particular ten-moment run
and the PIC run. For convenience, we call this run the
targeted run in the rest of this study.
A. Numerical setup
We employ a 2D simulation domain that is periodic in
x (−Lx/2 < x < Lx/2) and is bounded by conducting
walls in y at y = ±Ly/2. Here Lx = 100di0, Ly = 50di0,
where di0 =
√
mi/µ0n0 |e|2 is the ion inertia length due
to n0. The initial equilibrium is a single Harris sheet
where magnetic field and number densities are specified
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FIG. 2. Out-of-plane electron current, Jz,e, in the unit of n0 |e| vAx0 from the five-moment simulations motivated by Sullivan et
al.69. Different panels correspond to different mass ratios, me/mi, as marked at upper left of each panel. The values in lower
right square brackets indicate the range of Jz,e values within the region shown.
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FIG. 3. Left: Le/di0 vs. me/mi. The solid squares, diamonds, triangles, and circles represent five-moment simulations with
me/mi = 1/25, 1/100, 1/256, and 1/400, respectively. The dashed line indicates an estimated scaling ∼ (me/mi)
3/8, with the
black cross on the lower left end marking an extrapolated value of Le/di0, for me/mi = 1/1836. Right: δe/di0 vs. me/mi.
The dashed line indicates an estimated scaling of (me/mi)
1/3, with the black cross marking an extrapolated value of δe//di0
for me/mi = 1/1836.
by
B0 = B0 tanh (y/λB) xˆ, (33)
and
ne = ni = n0sech
2 (y/λB) + nb, (34)
respectively. The total current, J0 = ∇× B0/µ0, is de-
composed according to Jze0/Jzi0 = Ti0/Te0, where the
initial temperatures Te0 and Ti0 are constant. A sinu-
soid perturbation is then applied on the magnetic field
according to δB = zˆ×∇ψ, where
ψ = δψ cos (2πx/Lx) cos (πy/Ly) . (35)
The characterizing parameters follow71, and are listed
in Table I for convenience. Length, time, speed, and
magnetic field strength are normalized over di0, Ω
−1
ci0,
and vA0, respectively, where B0 defines the ion cyclotron
frequency Ωci0 = eB0/mi and Alfve´n speed vA0 =
B0/
√
µ0n0mi. The resolutions for five- and ten-moment
runs are 4095× 2047, about 8 cells per de0. The PIC run
employs a 5760×2880 grid (12 cells per de0) populated by
about 2.7× 109 particles from each species, and resolves
Debye length.
Reconnection in the setup described above has been
extensively studied using various numerical models and
with different parameters10,14,22,27,71,72. Particularly, as
mentioned in Sec.I, Hesse et al.14,22,23 and Yin et al.27–29
9studied similar systems using modified hybrid and Hall
MHD codes that evolve full Pe with help of a relaxation
term. Our study differs from theirs in the following im-
portant aspects. First, as discussed in Sec.I and Sec.III,
the underlying physical justification of their relaxation
term is fundamentally different from ours. Second, their
studies were limited to smaller system sizes. Another
interesting study was the Vlasov simulation by Schmitz
and Grauer72, in which the Vlasov equations are directly
evolved, retaining full kinetic effects. Though their study
also used small domain sizes (25.6di0×12.8di0), it agrees
well in certain details with our larger targeted and PIC
runs (particularly the latter), as we will show.
B. Reconnected flux
The reconnected fluxes, ∆ψ, are presented in Fig-
ure (4). Here, ∆ψ is calculated by integrating dψ =
− |By| dx/2 from the left boundary center to the right
boundary center, and is normalized over B0di0. The
slope of a ∆ψ − t curve, ∂∆ψ/∂t, is called the recon-
nection rate.
In Fig. 4, the different curves do not agree well with
one another when ∆ψ rises significantly (indicating on-
set of reconnection) and and overall slope (indicating the
average reconnection rate). These discrepancies could be
caused by the different natures of PIC and multi-fluid
moment models (in terms of certain microinstabilities,
for example), and also by the presence of plasmoids. As
will be visualized in Sec.VIC, plasmoids are readily gen-
erated in the five-moment run (dashed curve) and the
ten-moment runs with ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0 (dashed-
dotted curve). Plasmoids accelerate reconnection and
lead to early rise of ∆ψ. In comparison, the targeted run
(fine dotted curve) appears to be marginally stable to
plasmoids, where tiny plasmoids appear only very tran-
siently around t = 150Ω−1ci0 and are immediately merged,
corresponding to a much more gentle slope with a tiny
“bump” around t = 150Ω−1ci0. Finally, the PIC run (solid
curve) shows no plasmoid at all and has the most gentle
slope.
Though the physics of plasmoids is not the primary
concern in this study, it modifies time dependences of
reconnected fluxes significantly. Thus, when compar-
ing different runs, we should select frames when the
same amount of fluxes are newly reconnected, i.e., when
∆ψ−∆ψ (t = 0) are the same. In such time frames, dif-
ferent runs might be considered in a similar stage of the
evolution. We will follow this criterion to select compa-
rable frames in the rest of this study.
C. Structures of electron current layer
Fig. 5 shows snapshots of electron out-of-plane ve-
locities, uz,e, near the domain centers. These snapshots
are taken at times when ∆ψ − ∆ψ (t = 0) ≈ 2.5B0di0.
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FIG. 4. Reconnected flux ∆ψ vs. time from simulations of
the Harris sheet reconnection problem using different models.
It is readily seen that the five-moment run (Panel (b))
and ten-moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0 (Panel
(c)) generate a chain of plasmoids, and are remarkably
similar to each other. Such similarity is not surprising,
since the ten-moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0
approaches the five-moment limit. The immediate gen-
eration of plasmoid chains also indicates that, in these
two simulations, electron inertia alone is not sufficient to
prevent the electron current layer from rapidly thinning
down to the de0 scale.
The targeted run (Panel (d)), in comparison, contains
no plasmoid at this time, and is rather similar to the PIC
result (Panel (a)) in terms of lengths and thicknesses of
the current layers, magnitudes of the maximum uz,e, and
opening angles of the separatrices. It should be pointed
out that the frames shown here might not be precisely
timed when ∆ψ−∆ψ (t = 0) = 2.5 due to limited frames
of data points. Taking into account such possible offsets
in timing, the agreement between the targeted run and
the PIC run appears to be reasonably good.
The agreement between the PIC run and the targeted
run can be further confirmed by Fig. 6 that shows cuts
of electron flows velocities along inflow and outflow lines
from the targeted run (dashed curves) and the PIC run
(solid curves) earlier when ∆ψ − ∆ψ (t = 0) = 2. Top
and middle panels show outflow electron velocities, ux,e,
and out-of-plane electron velocities, uz,e, along outflow
direction. The two runs agree very well near the central
X-point, but the magnitudes in the PIC run fall faster
in the further downstream “lobe” regions. Bottom panel
shows uz,e along inflow lines, where the two runs are
remarkably similar. This set of comparisons is repeated
in later time frames when ∆ψ−∆ψ (t = 0) = 3.75, shown
in Fig. 7. Similar agreement is observed again in Fig. 7.
The excellent agreement between the targeted and
PIC runs near the X-point indicates that the choice of
ke0 = ki0 = 1/de0 indeed correctly handles the dominat-
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Parameter Lx/di0 Ly/di0 mi/me vA0/c 2µ0n0kB (Ti0 + Te0) /B
2
0 nb/n0 Ti0/Te0 λB/di0 δψ/B0di0
Value 100 50 25 1/15 1 0.3 5 0.913 0.1
TABLE I. Summary of parameters for simulations of the Harris sheet reconnection problem.
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FIG. 5. Color contours of out-of-plane electron velocity,
uz,e, in simulations of the Harris sheet reconnection prob-
lem using different models. The frames are selected when
∆ψ −∆ψ (t = 0) ≈ 2.5.
ing physical length scales near the X-point. The discrep-
ancies in the further downstream lobe regions imply that
ke0 = ki0 = 1/de0 is less appropriate in these regions,
since the characteristic length scales grow larger, as indi-
cated by the opening of separatrices. Consequently, ke0
and ki0 should be reduced accordingly in those regions.
D. Relaxation of pressure tensor in the ten-moment model
Next, we compare the full pressure tensors from PIC
and ten-moment simulations. This side-by-side compar-
ison directly evaluates the capability of the ten-moment
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FIG. 6. Cuts of electron velocities in the PIC run and ten-
moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/de0 of the Harris sheet recon-
nection problem. Top panel is the outflow electron velocities,
ux,e, along outflow lines. Middle panel is the out-of-plane
electron velocities, uz,e, along outflow lines. Bottom panel
is uz,e along inflow lines. Data are at sampled time when
∆ψ − ∆ψ (t = 0) ≈ 2. Note that the PIC data are slightly
shifted along the outflow line to place the stagnation point
right at the domain center.
model to organize the non-gyrotropic, anisotropic pres-
sure tensors. We should also keep in mind that calcu-
lating higher order moments like the pressure tensor in
a PIC simulation is not trivial, since the data are noisy
in nature due to fluctuations of discrete computational
particles.
Fig. 8 shows diagonal elements of Pe from the PIC
run (first row), the targeted run (second row), and the
ten-moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0 (bottom
row). The data are sampled early in the quasi-steady
states when ∆ψ−∆ψ (t = 0) = 1. The global structures
of different terms are in agreement between the PIC and
targeted run. The maximum value of Pxx,e, Pyy,e, and
Pzz,e in the PIC run are 0.224, 0.167, and 0.186 in units
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FIG. 7. Repeatition of Fig. 6 when ∆ψ −∆ψ (t = 0) ≈ 3.75.
of B20/µ0, obeying the relation Pxx,e,max > Pzz,e,max
>∼
Pyy,e,max. This relation was also found by previous
Vlasov simulation (Fig.(5) of Ref. 72) on a smaller do-
main. The corresponding maximums are 0.25, 0.239, and
0.232 in the targeted run, obeying a slightly different re-
lation Pxx,e,max >∼ Pzz,e,max ≈ Pyy,e,max. In other word,
the targeted run generates slightly more isotropy than
fully kinetic simulations, which might be improved by a
better collisionless closure in the full 3D regime. In com-
parison, the three diagonal elements are almost identical
in the ten-moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0, since
it approaches the isotropic five-moment limit.
Fig. 9 shows off-diagonal elements of Pe from the
PIC run (top row) and targeted run (bottom row). The
results from the ten-moment run with ke0 = ki0 =
1/10−4de0 are not shown here because the off-diagonal
elements vanish (almost to level of machine error) as a
result of strong gyrotropization. As shown in Fig. 9,
the overall structures, particularly the polarities of these
off-diagonal elements in the PIC run are very well recov-
ered in the targeted run. However, the relations between
magnitudes of terms in different locations do not agree
well. For the quadrupole-shaped Pxy,e (first column),
the maximum magnitude in the PIC run (∼ 0.024) is
four times that in the targeted run (∼ 0.006). For Pxz,e
(second column), the magnitudes near the X-point are
close (∼ 0.014); but in the further downstream lobe re-
gions, the magnitudes grow to ∼ 0.03 in the PIC run,
but decay to much smaller values in the targeted run
run in the same regions. For Pyz,e (third column), the
magnitudes near the X-point are ∼ 0.005 in PIC run,
smaller than that in targeted run (∼ 0.01); the magni-
tudes grow in the lobe regions in PIC run to ∼ 0.016,
but decay to very small values in Targed. On the other
hand, the small domain Vlasov simulation (Fig.(6) of
Ref. 72), again, showed structures and magnitude rela-
tions of these off-diagonal elements very similar to our
PIC run.
From the above comparisons, it is clear that the ten-
moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
−4de0 indeed re-
laxes the full Pe to a scalar, which is essentially the
five-moment limit. It is also clear that the targeted ten-
moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/de0 recovers well the full
tensor Pe around the X-point. It does less well in the
further downstream lobe regions, though. On the other
hand, though limited by small domain size, previous fully
kinetic Vlasov simulation agrees with the PIC run and
the targeted run in overal structures of various terms,
and also demonstrates certain quantitative relations that
are close to our PIC run.
E. Decomposition of the Ohm’s law
The capability of the ten-moment model to evolve full
Pe can also be investigated by decomposing the following
form of generalized Ohm’s law (essentially the electron
momentum equation) around the reconnection site:
Ez = −ux,eBy + uy,eBx − 1
ne |e|
(
∂Pxz,e
∂x
+
∂Pyz,e
∂y
)
− 1
ne |e|
[
∂
∂t
(meneuz,e) +
∂
∂x
(meneux,euz,e)
+
∂
∂y
(meneuy,euz,e)
]
. (36)
In a 2D setup, the reconnection rate can be measured
by |Ez | ≈ ∂ψ/∂t at the reconnection site, which is an
important diagnostic9. Historically, PIC and traditional
fluid simulations of 2D anti-parallel reconnection showed
vast differences in the sources of Ez at the X-point.
PIC simulations showed that Ez is largely supported by
the divergence of the off-diagonal elements of Pe, i.e.,
Engz ≡ − (∂xPxze + ∂yPyze) /ne |e|, while traditional fluid
models only permit a scalar pressure, pe, which does not
contribute to Engz . It is thus interesting to find the con-
tribution of Engz to Ez in ten-moment simulations to see
if it is consistent with the PIC results.
Fig. 10 shows constituting terms of Eq.(36) along
the outflow line in the PIC run (panel (a)) versus the
targeted run (panel (b)). The sampling time is when
∆ψ − ∆ψ (t = 0) = 2. Red curves are Ez , and black
dashed curves are sums of terms on the right-hand-side of
equation (36), denoted by Ez,sum. In both runs, the mag-
nitudes of Ez are comparable, and are both dominated by
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FIG. 8. Color contours of diagonal elements of Pe sampled when ∆ψ −∆ψ (t = 0) = 1. The three rows (top to bottom) are
from the PIC run, the targeted run, and the ten-moment run with ke0 = ki0 = 1/10
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(left to right) correspond to Pxx,e, Pyy,e, and Pzz,e, respectively.
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FIG. 9. Color contours of diagonal elements of Pe sampled when ∆ψ −∆ψ (t = 0) = 1. The top row is from the PIC run, and
the bottom row is from the targeted run. The three columns (left to right) correspond to Pxy,e, Pyz,e, and Pxz,e, respectively.
−∂Pyz,e/∂y (yellow-green curves) at the stagnation point
where Econvective ≡ −ux,eBy + uy,eBx = 0 (i.e., where
green curves touch zero). This agreement cofirms that
ten-moment run is evolving Pe qualitatively correctly.
The structures of terms in Eq.(36) in the two runs are
also similar. For example, in both runs, Engz overshoots
in the further downstream regions with comparable mag-
nitudes, while −∂Pyz,e/∂y and Econvective overshoot in
opposite ways in the downstream regions.
A major difference is that, in the PIC run, the over-
shooting of Econvectivez is largely cancelled by −∂Pyz,e/∂y,
and the resulting Ez is relatively flat, while in the tar-
geted run, little cancellation was shown between the two
terms because their peaks do not overlap. As a result,
Ez is dominated by E
convective
z and in addition, shows
overshoots in the downstream regions.
It should be emphasized that comparison of the var-
ious terms in the generalized Ohm’s law from different
types of simulations is sensitive to the choice of when in
time such comparisons are made. The inherent noises in
the PIC simulation also make the measurement of vari-
ous mean quantities subject to fluctuations. Considering
these possible sources of errors, it is noteworthy that the
generalized Ohm’s law in the ten-moment run can achieve
rather good agreement with the PIC run, even with a
simple closure (constant ke0 = ki0 = 1/de0 in Eq. (24)).
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FIG. 10. Terms consistituting the generalized Ohm’s law, Eq.(36), along the outflow line (i.e., x-axis) from the PIC (left panel)
and the targeted run (right panel). The sampling time is when ∆ψ −∆ψ (t = 0) = 2.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have investigated the multi-fluid moment model
in the context of collisionless magnetic reconnection.
Two limits of this model were discussed: the five-
moment limit that evolves scalar pressures, and the ten-
moment limit that evolves full pressure tensors. First,
through the example of the five-moment model, we
demonstrated how effects critical in collisionless recon-
nection are self-consistently embedded, and how the
resulting five-moment equations formally approach the
more widely used Hall MHD equations under the limits
of vanishing electron inertia, infinite speed of light, and
quasi-neutrality. Then, we investigate the capability of
the ten-moment model to evolve full pressure tensors. In
order to approach fully kinetic models, we implemented a
local linear collisionless closure in the form of Eq. (24) to
approximate (divergence of) the heat flux. This simple
closure takes a characteristic wave-number, k0, that is
constant throughout the simulation domain to prescribe
the scale at which collisionless Landau damping effec-
tively occurs. When applied to Harris sheet reconnec-
tion, the ten-moment run using this crude closure and
ke = ki = 1/de0 (which we call the targeted run) yields
elements of Pe that are consistent with the PIC results in
the vicinity of the reconnection site, and reproduces elec-
tron flows that are remarkably similar to the PIC ones. In
the further downstream lobe regions, however, the agree-
ment is less satisfactory. In addition, near the X-point,
subtle, but noticeable differences in magnitude relations
between different elements of Pe are also observed.
The discrepancies between the targeted ten-moment
run and the PIC run indicate the need to determine clo-
sure parameters, ke0 and ki0, from local properties (e.g.,
scales of local gradients), and the need for a better clo-
sure in the full 3D regime (instead of using the same ke0
and ki0 for every direction). As a step to improve the clo-
sure to suit such needs, analytic generalization of Eq. (24)
is necessary, which will require non-trivial mathematical
manipulations. Methods mentioned in Sec.III to perform
non-local integration through Hilbert transform of the
temperature may also be benchmarked. On the other
hand, in order to better understand properties of the
heat flux, it is necessary to compare the approximated
heat flux due to closures in ten-moment simulations with
the real heat flux from fully kinetic simulations, and pos-
sibly with heat flux calculated in a twenty-moment model
(not implemented yet) which evolves full (fourth-order)
heat flux tensor. The different ways summarized above
to improve the collisionless closure are left to future work.
The ten-moment model is very attractive for global
modeling of large scale collisionless systems like the
Earth’s and other planetary magnetospheres. First, the
ten-moment model avoids two well-known deficiencies
of popular MHD-based magnetospheric codes, namely,
the lack of full electron pressure tensor, and the dif-
ficulty in effeciently incorporating the Hall term. In
the ten-moment model, both terms (together with other
terms like electron inertia) are self-consistently embed-
ded, and can be easily implemented using a locally im-
plicit algorithm that eliminates time step restriction due
to quadratic dispersive modes. On the other hand, the
multi-fluid moment model can easily handle multiple
species, which facilitates modeling of situations where
multi-ion-species plays a significant role. In future work,
the ten-moment moment model can be either directly im-
plemented as a base model for global simulations, or be
integrated in an existing global code to capture necessary
physics in localized regions.
To conclude, the multi-fluid moment model provides
an alternative approach to include non-ideal, but colli-
sionless effects in a continuum code. With a seemingly
crude, but physically fundamental closure in the form of
14
Eq. (24), the ten-moment model can evolve Pe largely
correct when appropriate closure parameters are chosen.
In future work, different approaches to improve the col-
lisionless closure should be explored, towards a fully 3D,
non-local closure. Direct application of the ten-moment
model to magnetosphere should also be sought, and could
be a crucial step towards integration of kinetic effects in
global magnetospheric models.
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